The importance of teaching the NT as it's connected to the OT comes from the fact that Christ in his own words stated in Luke 24:44 that he taught the Apostles & Disciples everything about Himself from the books of Moses, the Prophets & Psalms. This was during his last 40 days on earth. Approx 97 other NT verses refer to this thought as well, plus the NT quotes 300 - OT verses. So unless we think that the Apostles knew the OT so intricately that they could just quote obscure verses off the top of their head at will, then I think we can assume they learned these verses from Christ as he says.

Christ is simply quoting scriptures that apply to Himself & His interactions with HIS people, defined at the beginning of Matt as the kindred 12T. Then also, the fact that HE is that person mentioned in the OT prophecies who will redeem Israel, their long awaited King of Righteousness. However, only a fraction of those OT prophecies are actually about the first coming of Christ. The large majority are prophecies of the second coming, which I hope we agree, hasn't happened yet.

Technically, he still wouldn't qualify as our Messiah if he didn't fulfill all the prophecies of the second coming & resurrect those believers as promised. So this was the argument of the Pharisees, Scribes & Professors of his day. They understood the prophecies in scripture to a point, only there was no way to distinguish before the fact that some applied to the First Coming (1C); the Messiah would leave for 2000 years; then come back & fulfill the rest at his (2C). So they wanted to see the signs from him that he was fulfilling all of the prophecies to the 12T as well as they understood them at that time at least.

Of course he couldn't fulfill all prophecies at that time & from merely an intellectual standpoint, it was logical to reject him as the Messiah & their King of Israel. Had he took the time to explain to the 'intellectual class' or 'ruling class' that these prophecies would be fulfilled at different points in time & why; some percentage of those that rejected him may of accepted that explanation & believed on him instead of rejecting him. But he really couldn't do that, & it's a paradox in prophecy that takes quite some time to explain. But there were maybe just as many prophecies in the OT about Israelites that would reject him as those about the Israelites who would accept & believe.

To grasp the proper context of scripture, OT or NT, if you basically ignore the 300 quotes, which are there to help you understand context; & you ignore the 3000 or so Cross References in the NT which help you to connect the dots in your brain; then you can teach a lot of things that really just don't add up. This is why we have so many different doctrines to begin with. Christ only taught one doctrine to one family of people, & there's only one context of scripture from Gen to Rev. When you teach using quotes & CR's it should end all arguments. The return of Christ will end all arguments regardless, & whoever is diligently seeking Christ & teaching his word as he taught it will be rewarded for their effort.

Since he taught about himself from the books of Moses, then you need to start with teaching everything about Christ in the book of Genesis. Then you can go to the next book & do the same. I've listed the quotes in the NT in different orders. The PDF file on my site 'NT Quotes in order' list them from Matt to the last quote in 2Peter. The 'OT Quotes in order' PDF lists the same verses, but from Gen to Mal. This "You Are God's" PDF is really a topical teaching using these quotes & the most relevant CR's to connect the dots of the whole Bible in context as it teaches about the identity of God's Chosen people historically...
starting in Genesis. Then at the time of the 1C of Christ, & now in modern day - the Christian Israelite from the family of AIJ - the kindred 12T first called Christians at Antioch.

(Q) 2:2 -> Heb 4:4, JFC enter KOG by faith in the promise of redemption through Christ, JAC don't attain to the 'Day of Rest' for disbelief in resurrection & following earthly desires for wealth/power/lust, etc

(Q) 2:7 -> 1Cor 15:45, If considered JFC, 12T will be raised at last day immortal as 'Gods' by faith in Christ

(Q) 2:24 -> Matt 19:5+, JFC to be redeemed by Christ at last day at Wedding Feast or WTJ as 'Gods'

3:15 -> Christ to save JFC from their sins, as children / Heirs according to the promise = 'Gods'

2:9 & 3:3,22 -> Tree of Life / Lives, used as allegory of perpetual Family Tree from 2:9 & 'fruit of body' in 30:2 as Jacob uses the term = seed, progeny, or children as 'posterity' today, JFC resurrected as 'Gods'

5:1 -> Book of Life / Lives, only mentioned as members of the perpetual Family Tree from Jacob whose names are taken out of the BOL, not whose names are being written into it because they were 'saved'.

12T 'opt-out' of the KOG when they deliberately reject God's Laws, fail to repent, & reject redemption & resurrection through Christ = JAC as Paul states in Acts 13:45,46 & elsewhere. If you don't have a choice to opt-out, then you're a robot. Christ tells you to "choose life"

5:24 -> Bodily ascension to Heaven illustrated w/o death

6:9,18 & 7:1 -> God only makes covenants with righteous men

9:9 -> Noah & his posterity inherit righteousness through faith -> Heb 11:7, all C11

(Q) 12:1 -> Acts 7:2-7, (A) the Prophet in Gen 20:7, the mighty Prince in 23:6, promises passed to Jacob / Israel in 32:28 as 'power with God' or 'contender/prevailed with God' (therefore his Posterity will prevail with God as God's)... meaning Christ is the Angel he contended with, since only God or His Son have authority to change your name, +48:16 as 'The Angel which redeemed me'.


The 'Prophet' called a man, Angel, Lord, God, in these verses & throughout scripture is connected to the same things the S/S/S are connected to & does the same things Christ the Rock does. So it is God, Christ, the Spirit, the Helper, etc. The entity everyone accepts as Jesus or Christ in the NT manifested as a man born from the spirit is fully detailed in prophecy in the OT & described using all the terms we read here & many more like the 'Everliving' & so forth. No change in entities, just words, titles, & so on.
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So later on the JFC are called 'Gods' because they inherit the promise of Christ the S/S/S & Prince, Prophet, King, etc, as we'll see & his power & prophecies are fulfilled only through the specifically named Family of 12KT Chosen to be His Royal Priesthood -> Exo 19:6 - Rev 1:6,7 called Kings & Priests, Kindreds, Servants, Witnesses, Crown of 12 Stars, Conquerors, Redeemed, Resurrected, Crops from the TOL, etc, which the JAC cannot claim rights to, but they are! The JAC are impersonating the JFC who don't know who & what they are so they can claim their family inheritance!

(Q) 12:3 -> Acts 3:25 / Gal 3:6-18 / Heb 1:2, The 'Heir' promised to (A) was Christ the inheritor (of all of the 12T) who was to redeem his Family or Kindred Nations @ ET as a 'blessing' or 'exceeding great reward' to the posterity of (A) later narrowed to the 12T as JFC who would inherit Christ in return

12:7 -> 17:5-9, Ps 105:8-15, The Promise (Christ the Redeemer) to (A) transfers to his 'Anointed... Prophets' or 'Gods' = Posterity in Gen 37:9, 48:11-20, 49:22-26, Zec 4:14, Rev 11:3, 12:1+17, 14:1-5+12

14:18 -> Matt 26:26-29 / Heb 6:20 & 7:2, Heir of (A) to be King of Righteousness, Prince of Peace, the Shield, Sceptre of Judah, Guardian Stone/Rock as S/S/S, etc. (A) knew Christ as the KOR/POP which is what Melchizedek means & since he spoke to him as a man, he had to understand the idea of a Creator God, Son of God & Spirit of God. Otherwise his claim that he, a mere man, would be an 'exceeding great reward' to (A) & his posterity would be an outrageous claim.

15:1 -> Matt 1:1 / Gal 3:16-29 / Heb 2:16, Christ the Son of Abraham, the 'Heir' (of A) is Christ the Shield & exceeding great reward, the expected promise to (A) mentioned in the NT, Last Supper foreshadowed See Luke 24:44 /Acts 13:33 + 26:6,7,23 + / (2Sam 22:2,3 as S/S/S on RWC chart)

15:3,4 -> The promise that Isaac would be his 'Heir' & his posterity (12KT) as the 'stars of the sky' parallels what Christ promised (A) back in 13:16 that his posterity would be numbered as the 'dust of the earth'; then again in 22:17, 26:4 & 28:14 + Exo 32:13 & many others. The promise to Jacob in 28:15 "I am with thee & will keep thee" is speaking about the prophecy of Christ the Shield from 15:1. Shield you, Guard or Protect you + maybe a few other terms can all relate to Christ the Shield/Rock/King. The real revelation here is that the 12KT will inherit Christ & Christ will inherit the 12KT

(Q) 15:5 -> Rom 4:18, If the God whom (A) trusted 'restores the dead to life', & again in Heb 11:19 whom (A) 'reasoned God was able to restore Isaac to life' after he sacrificed him as commanded, why would anyone say that (A) was not fully aware of this fact & resurrection for himself & his Posterity was what (A) had faith in as the 'Faith', 'Hope' or 'Promise' to (A) as mentioned throughout the NT?

(Q) 15:6 -> Rom 4:3,18 / James 2:23, (A) trusted on the Father to send his son 'who makes the sinful righteous' to redeem his posterity (CR Ps 32:1,2) as 'Great Nation & Commonwealth of Nations' of 12T @ ET = Blessings of Joseph in Gen 48:12-22 & 49:22-26, but fulfilled in Rev C12, 14, etc

(Q) 15:13 -> Acts 7:6, (A) Posterity to be enslaved in Egypt for 400 years then brought out or 'redeemed' by the Spirit of Christ makes them considered as 'Gods', because God acts specifically for their benefit

(Q) 17:5 -> Rom 4:17, (A) appointed father of many 'kindred' nations = 12T who witnessed the spirit of Christ bringing them out of slavery in Egypt (CR 1Cor 10:4 'they drank from that spiritual Rock which is Christ' + Heb 11:26 'Moses esteemed the reproach of Christ...')
17:19 -> Rom 9:6-13, Seed of Isaac or 'Heir' of (A) = spirit of Christ will come over Sarah (at 89 yrs old) to produce the promised son = Isaac or 'Laughter'. Promise to (A) transferred to Isaac & his posterity + prophecy to Sarah as mother of nations & kings of peoples

(Q) 18:10,14 -> Rom 9:9 / Heb 11:19, Christ restores (A&S) to a period of youth (-65yrs?) so they can have Isaac, the promised Heir who the 'Kings of Peoples' promised in Gen 17:16 will come from = kindred nations or 12T. The statement "At this time I will come" in 9:9 is referring to Christ being the one who visits them & makes them young again! This is why Gen 21:1 says the 'Lord' effected the birth of Isaac as he promised; the Lord being the KOR/POP from 14:18 that (A) tithed to, called Christ the Rock in the NT. The fact that Sarah would of been 25 years old approx when King Abimelek took her with the intention of making her his wife in Gen 20:2, explains why the King desired her. If she still looked 90yrs old physically... as she was in fact, the whole of chapter 21 would make no sense.

(Q) 18:18 -> Gal 3:6-29, All the 'nations of the earth' = nations of (A) per prophecies starting in 12:1-3, meaning that Christ the Heir of (A) will be a blessing to the 12T or as 15:1 states - an exceeding great reward = redeemer of (A's) Posterity @ ET, which is the Great Christian Nation & Kings + Christian Commonwealth in 35:11 + 48:11-20 + 49:22-26 (Promised Christ the Stone / Rock as S/S/S from 49:10)

21:1, 2 -> Matt 1:2, (A) begat Isaac 'in the manner that God had promised him' from Gen 18:10,14

(Q) 21:10-12 -> Rom 9:7 / Gal 4:30 / Heb 11:18, 'Children of the Promise' & Christ the Heir will come through Isaac & not from his many other children produced from Hagar or Keturah.

22:8 -> John 1:29, The Lamb of God the promised Heir, vs symbology of lamb in Gen in place of Isaac

(Q) 22:16 -> Heb 6:14, 'all the nations of the earth' are the kindred nations of 12T or Posterity of (A) who inherited the promises being blest by Christ their redeemer who promised himself as a reward via an unconditional covenant after (A) was willing to kill Isaac on the altar as commanded

(Q) 22:18 -> Acts 3:25 / Gal 3:7, v.11-18 starts "the angel", 'I know now you fear God', Jehovah-jireh = The Revealing Lord, "the angel", "By myself I have sworn" = the angel, "I will bless thee", "I will multiply thy seed or 'race' as the stars of the heaven, "in thy seed 'race' shall all the nations of the earth be blessed, because you have obeyed my voice" has to be Christ the angel doing the blessing with the note about Jehovah giving this promise to (A). The nations to be blest are the 'stars of heaven' of his seed or kindred nations of 12T blest for FGL meaning the 'Remnant' or the 'Wheat'; NOT some heathen nations being blest by the nations of Israel or by Israelites as is commonly taught.

In Gal 3:16-19 Paul clearly states the promise to (A) was Christ the redeemer & the law came 430 years later. So reasoning correctly then, the first covenant to (A) was Christ, the second covenant to (A) was the law & we're teaching it backwards. It states elsewhere that the 1C is the law, but that is because as Paul says - "Why then, the law?". Then he explains the law was established for sins until Christ died on the cross & became our intermediary to give us access to the KOG. However, as everyone is fully aware, that was Christ the Rock who performed all the miracles for them in Egypt & beyond. If not, then we don't accept Gen 15:1, 49:10 & 49:24 as being Christ the 'Lion of Judah', the 'Shield', or the 'Guardian Stone / Rock', where all three are mentioned many times in Samuel & Psalms just for starters. Instead of teaching what Paul said in Gal, some 'teachers' believe his statements are interpreted incorrectly.
In Acts 3:12-26 we clearly see the context of the quoted prophecies to be to the 12T as it says in v25 the 'Kindreds of the earth will be blessed by the Heir' or 'seed' which was Christ. That's how the NT starts out - with 2 prophecies to the 12 Kindred Tribes, 'Christ the Son of David', 'Christ the Son of (A)'. The genealogy that follows establishes the fact that the prophecies apply to the 12T. As for Gal 3:7, see my comments on Gen 18:18 above.

(Q) 25:23 -> Rom 9:12, Jacob was 'called' meaning chosen or elected by Christ to be the seedline Christ would eventually be born from & Esau was rejected. Being 'called' also refers to being predestinated in Rom 8:28-30. The selection of Jacob over Esau is also compared to v22,23 & those he had mercy on. Because mercy is on those who FGL as Commandment II states, & Esau did not FGL when he married Hittite & Ishmaelite wives.

26:2-5 -> Heb 11:18, Restoring both (A&S) to a youthful age (25 & 35yr) so they could birth Isaac was an 'illustration' of the redeeming abilities of Christ the Heir who was prophesied to come from his Posternity. They were the first recognized as 'Gods' or people who had a direct connection to the Creator. This was the reasoning of (A) mentioned in Hebrews that God could raise Isaac from the dead after he offered him as a Holocaust (Burnt Offering) as Christ told him to do. Add this to the fact that the KOR/POP had already prophesied over (A) & helped him in his battle with the Kings, shielding him or Sarah in the incident with King Abimelek, giving him visions of his posterity in the future, etc, etc.

27:28,29 -> Gen 12:3, Isaac passes this prophecy from Christ to (A) on to Jacob that he says would of been given to Esau. It says Jacob stole it from Esau by deception, but in fact, that whole event was the result of a prophecy from 25:23, 'the elder shall serve the younger', with the younger then, being the stronger. If it was truly deception, then why command Jacob to FGL & not marry outside his family in 28:1,6? Beyond that, he passes on the prophecies from (A) to him as well in 28:3,4 & adds the part about an 'assembly of nations' which is the 'commonwealth of nations' in 35:11. The multiple nation idea of kindred families can also be interpreted from the prophecy to (A&S) by Christ in 17:4-6,16.

Jacob was predestinated to carry on these promises to (A) because Esau had sabotaged his chances of doing so when he married Hittite wives in 26:34,35. The Canaanites had already been made subject to (A) back in 15:18-21. Christ couldn’t later come from the future posterity of that seedline, & he couldn't come from an Ishmaelite posterity since he was not 'born of faith' as it says in Gal 4:23-30. Isaac knew all of these issues & the laws!

(Q) 28:12 -> John 1:51, The vision of Jacob's Ladder is Christ at the top with other angels ascending & descending. In 1:45 Philip recognized Jesus was the 'one' or (Prophet) whom Moses referred to in the law (Deut 18:15) & whom the Prophets also spoke of. If he understood this thought, then he was expecting Jesus to come as a prophecy which had yet to be fulfilled to the 12T. He had studied prophecy better than your typical Christian today it appears, because how many Christians have studied scripture well enough to quote the prophecies of the 2C & explain what Christians are to expect to happen next?

I think it's curious however, that it's Nathanael who questioned if Philip could be right about his assessment of Jesus that Jesus actually complimented by saying he was an Israelite with no duplicate. Why praise Nathanael over Philip? Maybe someone can answer that, but we see that Nathanael called Him the Son of God (SOG) / King of Israel (KOI). So then, he was expecting a SOG/KOI to come & did he get that thought from David or from (A)?
Wasn’t Melchizedek as KOR/POP the King (A) talked to & who promised himself to (A) as a Shield & exceeding great reward? Didn’t Andrew, Peter & John understand the concept of the Lamb of God (LOG) as the SOG as John mentioned just above in John 1:29,34, & 36? Especially after Jesus changed Simon's name to Peter (Kephas, meaning Stone). How do you just meet someone & they immediately change your name & you're OK with that? Isaac knew about using a lamb for a burnt offering & apparently what the concept of a burnt offering signifies! So connecting those 2 thoughts about the LOG & SOG would of come from (A) then?

They seemed to understand the thoughts of the LOG & SOG, & knew how that related to the stories of their forefathers AJJ which had been passed down for many generations. Recorded as well for them by Kinsman believers in this King Melchizedek that did all these things for AJJ. Some of the Israel people then believed in the prophecies of Melchizedek & the events relating to the 12T that followed throughout those years, & dedicated their life to keeping what information they had about the Prophet/Messiah the 'believers' or (JFC) were waiting on, recorded for Posterity.

Everybody wants Christ to hurry up & return in their lifetime & end all the war & suffering in the world. So it's hard to pass on the hope in Christ to your kids & convince them of the necessity of following God's law, praying to the Messiah, repentance, & so forth. We all worry that even if our children hold to this belief, will they continue to pass it on. This is an important motivation behind spending so much time on these videos. I want something comprehensive we can use to teach from to understand how all of these prophecies interconnect, so we can agree on the proper context of scripture.

28:14 -> Heb 13:5, The Posterity of Jacob (12T) will become as the dust of the earth (stars of the sky) & will spread west, east, north & south (from the Middle East) to the four corners of the earth. They will be blessed by the promised Christ the Heir of (A), & be protected by him in their journeys = S/S/S, (fulfilling all biblical prophecies about them as the Great Christian Nation & Commonwealth) till he returns. We know he's seeing Christ at the top of the ladder, because the angel says 'I am with you... & will Guard or Shield you... I will not forsake you... I have promised you'.

So we have already seen the promises to (A) & explained the connections to Christ the S/S/S back to their source as King Melchizedek. This CR goes to Heb 13:5 because the whole book of Hebrews explains the connections of Melchizedek to Christ & in 12:21-24 we see the finished thought about these angels & the 2C of Christ. Heb 13:5 is a quote to Deut 31:6 + Psa 118:6 about Christ the Stumblingstone with C119 detailing the qualifications of the Royal Priesthood who obtain mercy!

Deut C30 to C31 are the last words of Moses & what I mentioned in a previous video where he talks about FGL & choosing Life! That life was a promise to AJJ as he states in 30:20 which comes through FGL which we saw that (A) did, & mercy from a redeemer he calls the Prophet in 18:15. Meaning this Prophet was first promised to (A) as I have stated is the proper context of King Melchizedek, Acts, Galatians, Hebrews & these other CR's as I've been showing.

Logically then, if we were looking for the believers in Melchizedek in modern day, we would look for 12 or more nations in various parts of the earth that were of the same posterity & held to the same basic beliefs about this King. These nations would also fit within the prophecies described in scripture for the 1C & 2C of Christ. In the last 2000 years we can only point to one family whose posterity has printed bibles in most every language & sent missionaries to the 4 corners of the earth to teach the GOK. They even taught it to people to whom it has no kindred family application.
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28:18-22 -> 1Cor 10:4, Jacob's Pillar Stone (JPS) which is where we get Christ the Rock from, because this is the rock Moses tapped twice & got him & Aaron barred from going to the Promised Land. The stone was literally what he called it - 'Bethel' or the 'House of God' & it contained the Spirit of God that Christ called the 'Helper' Who was sent to the JFC after his ascension. The place he saw Jacob's Ladder he called the 'Gate of Heaven' & Bethel as well. So JPS is both & explains why they could call on the Spirit when in possession of this Stone & it's use all through scripture is in reference to Christ. JPS is currently in possession of the JFC in Scotland, though it previously resided under the Coronation Chair in England for 100's of years. There are many pictures in Google you can find of the chair with the stone in place.

The 12T got water as a 'stream' from JPS in their journey in the desert when Moses tapped it once as he was told to. Also, the statement of God watching over him so he has a safe return to his land is the same concept of Christ the Shield from Gen 15:1. The vow to tithe 10% parallels (A's) vow to the KOR. If Moses & Aaron both came to an early end of life because of this Rock as the angel said to them in Deut 32:50-52, then that's another witness to its connection to 'Christ the Rock' who is mentioned in C32 multiple times & sums up in 33:27-29. In 34:4, 10 this is Christ the 'Prophet' speaking to Moses 'face to face'.

C29 & 30 -> The multitude of nations to be blessed by the Heir of (A) are born as prophesied. There are multiple specific prophecies to each son in Genesis & Deut, etc. The meaning of their names are derived by various means, but my Bible only mentions Jacob as 'Tripper up'; Issaker as meaning 'Wages'; Zebulon as 'Endowment'; Joseph as 'Increase'; & their sister Dinah as 'Justice'. In 30:30-43 this is Christ the angel from 31:10-13 that's helping Jacob gain a large herd of sheep from the flock of Laban, because the angel call's himself God of the House of God, referring back to JPS in 28:19. So it would be Christ, the same entity that appears to Laban in 31:24 & warns him to deal fairly with Jacob. Twice Christ tells Jacob to go back to the land of his birth in 31:3,13.

Jacob gives us the biblical concept of a trial by jury in 31:37 & Laban confirms it in v53 by calling on the God of Nahor to judge between them if necessary & swore by the 'fear' of Isaac. But again, he's speaking about the KOR/POP as Christ because back in v42 he connects the 'fear' to the God of (A) & says it rebuked Laban in v24,29. This text is an excellent example of the whole concept of Christ the Shield! But also, Nahor is mentioned as knowing this same entity the KOR/POP & I think I can make a good argument all the way back to Adam.

32:1,2 -> Jacob met the angel at this place he called 'The Encampment' or 'Witness-heap'. My Bible says angel, but KJ states it as plural - 'angels'. I think they may have gotten that confused, because it is clearly only one angel later in the chapter. Jacob makes a prayer to the KOR in v9-12 & asks to be shielded from harm by his brother Esau so the prophecies of the KOR to him will be fulfilled. That's Christ the Shield then who is giving him that 'exceeding great reward'.

32:24-32 -> Hosea 12:3-5,12,13, Jacob wrestles with an angel first called a man, then Jacob states he's seen God face to face. The angel changes his name to Israel meaning 'power with God'. This reads slightly different depending on your Bible, but we're also told elsewhere that no one can look on the face of God & live. There's no reason to think we've changed from the KOR to the Father, & since he saw him face to face I'd say that's evidence he's speaking to Christ, the KOR. He appealed to Christ the Shield for help. Also, does just any angel have the authority to change a person's name to 'power with God' besides Christ?
He calls that location "God's Face" or Peniel, & the text indicates he prevailed with the angel. The only angel who could be referred to as God is Christ, & the thought that the Creator God would let him prevail over him in any manner is not tenable.

35:1-8 -> Exo 15:16, 23:27, 34:24 / Deut 11:35 / Jos 2:9, 5:1 / 1Sam 14:13-23, 'God says to Jacob...go to Bethel...build an altar to God who appeared to you...', 'Build an altar to the God...', 'called the altar the HOG, for there God appeared to him...'. From previous explanations, I've already established he was talking to Christ the angel, not the Creator. The 'terror' was Christ also called the 'Hornet' in Deut 7:20-24 / Jos 24:12.

35:9-15 -> CR 37:9 / Rev 1:6,7 (Royal Priesthood) + 11:3 & 13:11, A Nation & an Assembly / Company / Commonwealth (Eph 2:12) / Multitude of Nations (Gen 28:3 / 32:12, 48:4,16,19 / Deut 1:10,11 / 10:22, etc) shall come from you & kings from your loins. In these verses we see a repeat of previous prophecies to A&I & it would be the same entity speaking as before, Christ the angel + posterity to be Kings in previous verses. Repeat of consecration of JPS! By what logic would Christ give such prophecies to the posterity of (A) & then NOT make them Christian nations, but nations of unbelievers?

Two Witnesses / Lamb Kingdoms = 2 Kingdoms or Beasts / Empires in Dan C7 who witness for Christ as the prophesied Great Christian Nation & Commonwealth of Christian Nations representing Ephraim & Manasseh from Gen 48:12-20, while being controlled by the Dragon / Satan behind the scenes through their Beast governments as Rev 13:4 states.


37:9 -> Psa 148:3 / Heb 8:8 / Rev 12:1, Prophecy of Joseph is fulfilled in Rev C12 as the symbology of the Crown of 12 Stars from (A&S) who FGL & teach the message of Christ or GOK as S/S/S in 12:17, being the twice redeemed Great Christian Nation & Commonwealth of 12T who a Remnant of true believers are rescued from in the ET fulfilling the 2 Sticks prophecy in Eze 35:10 & 37:16-28 about the 12T, & the 'stick snatched from the fire' in Isa 43:1,2 / Eze 36:33-38 / Amos 4:11 & 9:8-10 / Zec 3:2 / Rom C8 & 11:15 = end result are conquerors who are those in Rev C14

38:27 - 30 -> Matt 1:3, '2 Sticks' prophecy to be fulfilled through Judah's twins Pherez (Breaker) & Zarah (Sunrise) that he had with Thamar, originally the wife of Ar, his son. The seedline of Zarah Judah broke from the 12T sometime during their 400 years in Egypt & I assume - after the death of Joseph. While the Bible doesn't appear to tell us any of the story, some of the history recorded about the colonization of the British Isles as England, Scotland & Ireland, & Spain (known formally as the Iberian Peninsula) by Christian Hebrews do give us clues that link back to the story of Joseph of Arimathea for example & explain comments in Acts & Romans about people who must be Israelites in proper context, but are referred to as Gentiles. (See my PDF & 7 videos, Jews vs Gentiles)
48:3-20 -> Acts C26, Ephraim & Manasseh anointed by Jacob as the 2 Witnesses Crowned with the Blessings/Prophecies passed down from (A) of Christ manifested as the Shield, Sceptre 'KOR/POP', Stone/Rock from 15:1, 49:10 & 49:24 to become a Great Christian Nation & Commonwealth of Nations of their Kindred 12 Tribes founded on the hope & faith of redemption through Christ he states in 48:16


49:24 -> Isa 28:16, Joseph as 'fruitful' offspring of Ephraim & Manasseh receive promise of Christ the 'Foundation Stone', 'Tried Stone', 'Corner Stone', so through them all prophecies to the 12T are fulfilled as written to those who FGL, are repentant, & have faith in the redeemer promised to (A) or who opt-in = Wheat, & those who revolt opt-out = Tares. Neither Wheat nor Tares applies to non-Israelites!

Conclusion:

The JAC were expecting a Messiah, Prophet or Elijah to come at some future time & fulfill prophecies detailed in the Prophets as we see in John 1:20,21. Or so they indicated when they came to John. And by Jews I mean Israelites, 12KT, HOI/HOJ, House of Jacob, AIJ, God's Chosen, etc. Whatever your favorite term is. But, just because they were expecting a Messiah doesn't mean they had any intention of worshipping him. They simply studied & understood prophecy to some extent. This same expectation of the Messiah can be noticed in many verses in the NT by JAC & other Israelites or Kindred / Kinsman / Brother / Brethren & Gentiles as JFC as I have shown in my 7 videos named Jews vs Gentiles.

Any in the leadership positions of the synagogues or the educated class that Christ spoke with as Pharisees, Scribes, Professors, Chief Priests, Nobles, Elders, Lawyers, etc, would of known the basic tenets of these prophecies about the Prophet or Messiah from MPP. Many I just taught in the 300 quotes in my last 55 video series named 'ALL Prophecies'. And Paul in Acts 23:8 admitted the Pharisees believed in everlasting life, the Spirit & Angels. However, it appears as he also states in 2Cor 11:15, that he confirms what Christ stated about them transforming themselves into children of Satan, by embracing his deeds.

And there were many prophecies about themselves, that THEY would reject this 'Prophet' as JAC, starting with the Golden Calf incident. So we don't know what they thought about those verses except they claimed to Christ they wouldn't of participated in killing the Prophets as their fathers did. So Christ used that statement as proof they were the posterity of those he took out of the BOL for Golden Calf incident. Then later during the 40 years in the desert for refusing to follow his law & worship Him instead of Moloch, Kion & other false gods.

This is what Stephen so eloquently states in (Acts 7:51-53). It's not possible he's talking to non-Israelites here. I can't help but contemplate how things might of turned out had Moses not argued against killing them in the desert as Christ said he was going to do. You should be careful what you ask for. You may remember he admonished his Apostles for asking him if they should call down fire from Heaven to destroy people in Luke 9:94. Only those approved by Christ as 'Gods' could even think such a thing! Much less have the expectation that he would send angels on their behalf to do what they asked.

Our popular belief today is that the thought of a Saviour or Redeemer as the 'Prophet' first started with Deut 18:15, though I expect most Pastors do recognize the Sceptre of Judah or Lion of Judah comments
in Gen 49:10 to be the first prophecy of Christ. That is also the most used CR in the NT by far, though oddly enough, it's not used as a quote anywhere. Christ's origin is actually from Gen C12 or earlier!

Chapter 12 should be recognized as the beginning of the prophesies about these 'Gods' Christ referred to in John 10:34 quoting Psalms 82:6, if we understood the context correctly. After watching a few 100 videos teaching or commenting on this verse & what context it should viewed in, I can't find any who connected the dots like I'm showing here. There's plenty of debate over the subject though & this might get some real traction if everyone who looked at my videos went & posted comments on other peoples videos they saw on Youtube. You can post a comment with a link to my channel such as - https://www.youtube.com/user/rev9video/videos

If you want something shorter, I have a TinyURL that redirects to the first link -https://tinyurl.com/y75d7nn5

So the source of the story of God's Chosen in the Bible which has to apply to Christian Israelites, is being appropriated by the JAC in the State of Israel & elsewhere to claim that though they rejected the resurrection of Christ & still do to this day; they will nevertheless be approved by this Messiah they're waiting on simply because of their false claim that they comprise the 12T in modern day. For evidence of their blessings from God, they cite the facts of their obvious monetary wealth & power that allows them to dominate over everyone on earth outside their 'tribe' & even over their fellow 'tribesmen'. Though their claims actually prove the opposite if you study prophecy & apply it correctly to the Israelites who teach Christ & the GOK, who FGL, etc. It's those of the 12T who use their wealth, influence, power & control over others to dominate them that are removed from the BOL. Plus any who join up with them in any manner to help further these goals & profit from it in some way. That's one of the definitions of 'fornication' used in Revelation. Fornication for profit or gain, monetary or otherwise.

This is really just a study guide. I'm sure there are many teachers better than I who can articulate the logical arguments derived from it. Besides what we've looked at so far, I think there are some other verses that connect to the thought of the 12T as Gods, but they may not be listed as CR's in your Bible. I've made a conclusion that they tie this teaching together. We started with Psa 82:6 & we should look back to v1 as well. Then consider Psa 97:7-12 / 135:4,5 / 136:2 / 138:1 + Dan 2:47 / 11:36 + Isa 41:8-10, 23 / 42:8 / 43:7-15. And the source comment about YAG probably being Gen 3:5

It's interesting that the first use of the word Faith in scripture applies to those who revolted from Christ & were taken out of the BOL. That's Deut 32:20,26 & here's where reading different translations comes in handy. The whole of C32 is about the JAC & only a couple of sentences about those who followed Christ. When you look back to C31:15-22, you see Christ in the Pillar of Cloud was the one who gave the words of the 'Song' to Moses! The rest of C31 can only be about Christ the Shield & the Rock fighting for the 12T. Of course they understand there's this entity travelling around with them doing things for them it doesn't do for anyone else. In fact, it prophesies the destruction of other nations on their behalf, giving them this same right to execute justice on those who do evil.

My FF Bible says 'formed' in 32:6 as we can compare the statements about FIW in Isaiah that applied to the 12T, but KJ only uses formed as FIW in v18. We can see 32:4 is Christ the Rock from C31, but then also 32:13, 18, 30, 31, & 37 is their rock meaning the JAC god is Satan whom they chose vs JFC God is Christ the S/S/S that AIJ had faith in! In 32:26 mine says 'blotted out' as in BOL which is clearly the context in C32 where Christ is going to destroy those of the 12T who refuse to worship Christ! Going back to C31, Christ said he would judge them 'in that day' meaning JD. So they're cursed along the way,
but it's at JD when they're separated from God forever & burned as Tares. This is how Israelites who rejected the Spirit of God have opted-out from being considered Gods in the KOG. They knew about the faith of (A) though, because it was a prophecy in Gen 15:13,14 about them. And that prophecy was fulfilled by this entity they knew as the KOR/POP or the S/S/S; the Lion of Judah; the Prophet; the voice that spoke to them at Mt Sinai that melted the top; the rock of Horeb that this Spirit cleaved & gave them a river of water; plus the rock that gave them water as JPS, etc, etc. Plus everything they saw happen before & after they came out of Egypt & crossed the parted Red sea.

You have to be a little more than just ignorant or stubborn to reject this Spirit who is so interested in you & the well being of your family that it gives prophecies & fulfills them all just for you. What kind of person is given all of that as an inheritance & says no thanks to it? I prefer just doing my own thing & my children can fend for themselves. And what about everlasting life? Did (A) know about that, and/or did they know after they came out of Egypt, or before? That's a question because if they knew before, then they were 'Christians' all through the Bible. Not just after Christ came as commonly taught.

There's more than enough scriptures to quote even from just the NT to prove that they knew about the promise of everlasting life. They had hope & faith they would attain it at the ET. I'll do a study chart on that idea in the near future & I think there’s good reason to do it. Modern Churches tend to teach that the people who have been teaching the message of Christ for the last 2000 years are not Israelites. Why that seems like good logic to anyone is beyond me. Especially after the last 140 videos I've posted so far on prophecy. Their teaching destroys the fulfillment of prophecy to Christian Israelites & teaches a doctrine of failed prophecy. But it takes what Christ promised to (A) & applies it to a group of people they say have no connection to (A). Except maybe a spiritual one they say is a 'spiritual Israelite'.

Instead of applying prophecy to someone who it never applied to, wouldn't it just make a whole lot more sense to say these white Anglo-Saxon 'spiritual Israelites' are in fact the real Israelites the scripture applied to all along? Then you don't have to explain anything! Problem solved. Spread the good news!

Acronyms: See full list on first document
COG = Children of God
WTJ = White Throne Judgment
CR = Cross Reference
JPS = Jacob’s Pillar Stone
(A) = Abraham
S/S/S = Christ manifested as the Shield in Gen 15:1, the Stone/Rock in 49:24, the Scepter in 49:10
KOR/POP = Christ manifested as the King of Righteousness / Prince of Peace
JD = Judgment Day
ET = End Times
FIW = Formed in the Womb
KOG/KOH = Kingdom of God or Kingdom of Heaven
12T/12KT = 12 Tribes or 12 Kindred Tribes
JAC = Jews Against Christ, Those of the Israel people who rejected Christ as was prophesied in the OT
JFC = Jews For Christ, Those of the Israel people who accepted Christ as was prophesied in the OT